To help developing a localization oriented example based machine translation (EBMT)system,an automatic machine translation evaluation method is implemented which adopts edit similarity,cosine correlation and Dice coefficient as criteria.Experiment shows that the evaluation method distinguishes well between translations of different intelligibility and fluency.The similarity between Dice coefficient and cosine are analyzed mathematically and observed in the experiments.To verify the consistency between automatic and human evaluation methods,six machine translation systems are scored using both human and automatic methods. 
To help developing a localization oriented example based machine translation (EBMT)system,an automatic machine translation evaluation method is implemented which adopts edit similarity,cosine correlation and Dice coefficient as criteria.Experiment shows that the evaluation method distinguishes well between translations of different intelligibility and fluency.The similarity between Dice coefficient and cosine are analyzed mathematically and observed in the experiments.To verify the consistency between automatic and human evaluation methods,six machine translation systems are scored using both human and automatic methods. Machine translation evaluation has always been a key and open problem.It is of great use to various groups of people.For MT system developers,evaluation tells if their system is improving with a new algorithm or more knowledge.For system integrators who hope to embed MT in a large system as cross language information retrieval, evaluation helps to determine which MT approaches should be used.For consumers evaluation is the only way to identify which system will best meet a specific set of needs.For researchers,evaluation plays a critical role in finding a proper research field.
Because of its great importance,MT evaluation has been extensively studied to answer either of the two questions (Niamh,Breidt,a nd Volk 2000) :(1)how can you tell if a machine translation system is"good"?and(2)how can you tell which of two MT systems is "better"?We may classify the MT evaluation methods in different ways by various criteria (Eduard,King,and Popescu-Belis 2002) .By the type of evaluation,Operational evaluation is the way end-users and MT-system buyers normally evaluate the systems:measuring how cost-and time-effective a particular system is when used in a specific translation environment.
Declarative evaluation is the strategy commonly used when assessing human translators work;
scoring the output with respect to various quality dimensions(such as accuracy,intelligibility and style).Typological evaluation is a developer-oriented strategy aiming at specifying which particular linguistic constructions the system handles satisfactorily and which it does not.By evaluation level,we have glass-box and black-box evaluation.The black-box evaluation measures accuracy of input/output pairs by fidelity,intelligibility etc.While glass-box evaluation measures the data flow,the architecture and the methodology of a system.Also,evaluation can be manual or automatic.
MT evaluation activities have accompanied the MT research development.In 1960s,the US National Academy of Sciences set up the Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee who proposed a framework for assessing machine translation and drew a negative conclusion to the MT research (ALPAC 1966) .This ALPAC(Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee)report is the first historical MT evaluation activity,which has greatly inffluenced the history of machine translation.
With new development in natural language processing technology in 1990s,the blackbox evaluation has been instantiated by the methodology of US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency(DARPA) (White and O'Connell 1994) ,which measures fluency,accuracy, and informativeness on a 5-point scale.
The ISLE Project(International Standard for Language Engineering)takes an approach that focuses on how an MT system serves the follow-on human processing rather than on what it is unlikely to do well (ISLE 2000) .While the IBM BLEU method (Papineni,Roukos,Ward, and Zhu 2001) Evaluation has always been recognized as extremely helpful in natural language processing research and development.Unfortunately,evaluation has not been a very powerful tool in Another type of evaluation method involves comparison of the translation result with human translations. Yokoyama(1999) proposed a two-way MT based evaluation method,which compares output Japanese sentences with the original Japanese sentence for the word identification,the correctness of the modification,the syntactic dependency and the parataxis.Yasuda ( There are many other valuable reports on automatic evaluation.All the evaluation methods show the wisdom of authors in their utilisation of available tools and resources for automatic evaluation tasks.For our localization-oriented lexicalised EBMT system an automatic evaluation module is implemented and analysed.Three sentence similarity criteria are taken as heuristics.The practice of system development shows that this method is useful in quality feedback in development of the EBMT system.To test the performance of the evaluation method,six machine translation systems are used in linear correlation test.Another system is reserved for human score prediction based on linear regression.Compared with previous works,ours is special in the following ways:1)It is developed for localisation-oriented EBMT, From Figure 1 you can get a general overview of our EBMT system (Yao,Zhou,Zhao,Yu, and Li 2002) .The EBMT system is developed for localization purpose,which demands the translation to be restricted in style and expression.This makes it rational to take sentence similarity as criterion for translation quality evaluation.The solution is useful because an EBMT system helps in localization only if it outputs very high quality translation results. The formula above has a maximum value of 1 and reaches its minimum when the two sentences are totally different.In theory the minimum value may be smaller than 0 when d(si,s2)>1,911 1 but this is a rare case which has not happened in our experiment.
Because the lengths of human translation and machine translation are usually similar,the practical lower boundary of EditSim(si,s2)is about 0.
Cosine correlation between the vectors of two sentences is often used to compute the similarity in information retrieval between a document and a query (Manning and Schiutze 1999) .
In our task,it is a similarity criterion defined as follows:
Where wii and w2i are the weights of ith term in vectors of sentence Si and s2,while is the number of words in sum vector of s1 and s2.
The cosine correlation reaches maximum value of 1 when the two sentences s1 and s2 are the same,while if none of the elements co-occurs in both vectors,the cosine value will reach its minimum of 0.
Another criterion we utilised is the Dice coefficient of element sets of sentences s1 and s2,
The Dice coefficient demonstrates the intuitive that good translation tends to have more common words with the standard translation than bad ones.This is especially true for localization oriented EBMT.
Relationship among the Similarity Criteria
In this section we analyse the relationship between the criteria so that we can have a better understanding of the experiment results.
If weight of all words are 1,i.e.each word has the uniform importance to translation quality,the cosine value becomes very similar to the Dice coefficient criterion.If we assume:
The EditSim(si,s2)considers character order,while the other two criteria calculates the similarity in characters.They complement each other in evaluation work.
In the EBMT development,we sort the translations by a combination of the three factors,
i.e.first by Dice coefficient in descending order,then by cosine correlation in descending order, last by EditSim(si,s2)in descending order.This method makes a simple combination of the three factors,thus makes full use of the methods while leads to no more complexity. In the EBMT development,the evaluation has gained the following achievements:1)It helps distinguishing translations of different intelligibility and fluency in developing the EBMT system;2)The scores give us a clear view of the quality of the translations in the localization oriented EBMT;3)Linguistic weak points of the EBMT system are easier to find with the help of the translation quality scoring. The human scoring is carried out on a test suite of High School English corpus consisting of 102 sentences.Linguistic experts give standard human translations for every sentence in the test suite.The evaluation method is similar to the ALPAC scoring system(ALPAC 1966, pp.69).The translations are scored on a 6-point scale,which is described in Table 2 . Table 3 shows the evaluation results for six machine translation systems on the scales in Table 2 
For example,the score for MTS#1 is:
Human Score(MTS#1)= The data in Table 4 are also drawn in Figure 3 ,in which the numbers on X-axis are the numbering of machine translation systems,while the Y-axis denotes the evaluation scores.
The consistency among these evaluation results is seen more clearly in Figure 3 .
On the whole,human and automatic evaluations tend to present similar scores for a specific system,e.g.78/74for MTS#2,while 69/63 for MTS#3.The only discrepancy of the AutoAver and the human scores lies in the system MTS#5/MTS#6.With AutoAver,the two systems are scored 55/57;while for human scores,they are 55/54.This reveals the fact that the discriminability of the automatic method is to be improved so that minor difference can The experimental results and charts in the last section show intuitionistic consistency among automatic criteria of edit similarity,cosine,Dice coefficient and the human evaluation.
Since statistical analysis is a useful tool to find the relationship between data sets and to decide whether the relationship is significant enough or just by random errors,further verification of the automatic evaluation method is made in this section with statistical analysis.
The linear correlation is a way of assessing the degree to which a linear relationship between two variables is implied by observed data (Woods and Fletch 2000,pp.154-174 
SX and SY are sample standard deviations of variable X and Y;n is the sample size; Xi(Yi)is the ith component of variable X(Y);X(Y)is the sample mean of variable X(Y).
The correlation coefficient is scale-independent and-1<r<1.A positive r implies that the X and Y tend to increase/decrease together.A minus r implies a tendency for Y to decrease as X increases and vice versa.When there is no particular relation between X and Y,r has a value close to zero.
The correlation coefficients between different evaluation results are listed in Table 5 ,from which we can see that the Dice coefficient,cosine,and average of the automatic values are highly correlated with the human evaluation results with r>0.92.These coefficients are calculated at a significance level of 99%,which shows the strong correlation is highly reliable.
Look at the data in a more zoomed-in way,the difference between the various criteria can be observed. Linear regression is used to construct a model that specifies the linear relationship between the variables X and Y (Woods and Fletch 2000) .A scatter diagram and regression line will be presented for an intuitionistic view of the relationship.The linear regression results of the data in Table 4 are presented in Figure 4 .The correlation coefficient and the linear regression equation are shown below the graphs.Taking into the sample size and the correlation coefficient,the relationship is constructed at a significance level of 99%.The linear regression equation can be used to forecast the human scoring of a machine translation system based on the automatic scorings from our similarity-based automatic evaluation.It serves as a bridge between automatic and human evaluations.To prove the effectiveness of the linear regression equations,we calculate the evaluation scores of a machine translation system which is reserved from the other six systems and the results are shown in Table 6 .From the table,we can see that the prediction score is within a tolerable scope around the human score. Sentence similarity as edit distance,dice coefficient and cosine correlation between the machine translation results and the standard translation has been taken as evaluation criteria.
The edit distance has been widely studied for MT evaluation of English,Japanese,and some other languages.But since the Chinese language has its own characteristics,we still take it as a criterion here.A theoretical analysis is first made so that we can know clearly the mathematical relationship of the three criteria.The automatic evaluation has been used in EBMT system development to distinguish bad translations from good ones and find the weak points of the system in translation.For verification of the automatic evaluation method,six MT systems are scored by both automatic and human scoring methods followed by compari- 
